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W

ell, my latest forays into the
world of home wiring have
got me thinking about
Britney Spears’ song,
“Oops!... I Did It Again”.
Since my last editorial, I have shocked
myself on energized equipment/wiring
not just once but twice. Don’t ask how,
but I’ve also blown not one, but two
multimeters. Of course, I could blame
my bad luck on the utility or the people
who ran the existing wiring in my
house, but in truth my shocks can be
attributed to one of two things:
1. Stupidity
2. Making assumptions
(more stupidity)
In the first instance, some snow got into
the house and melted into the fuse box,
so I took a paper towel and proceeded
to mop up water in an energized panel:
shock no. 1.
The second occurrence happened as I
was rewiring the bathroom. The ganged
box by the door contained three cables,
all installed at various points in the
house’s history. I knew I had de-energized two of them, so I just assumed the
third was also dead: shock no. 2!
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This month’s EB contains a number
of other features well worth checking
out. Our cover story tells us how British
Columbia’s Power Measurement is
helping Syracuse University manage its
power consumption and quality
through sophisticated metering devices
and systems.
Ron Coleman is back with more practical information on how to run your
business successfully. This month he
gets into Income Statements and
Balance Sheets, and shows us easy it is to
track a business’ success or failure by
comparing just a few numbers.
Don’t forget to check out Tools for the
Trade and Code File, as well as the Code
Conundrum. We’ve got new questions
to stump you, as well as the answers to
February’s puzzle.
As always, I’m looking for stories from
our contractor readers. So get in touch
with us: your story could be our next
cover story.
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I have since given up on multimeters, owing to the fact that I’m too
ignorant to use them correctly. Now I
use a simpler, much cheaper device for
testing circuits; a four-dollar thingy
that lights up when it comes into contact with an energized circuit.
Granted, nothing is ever quite completely idiot-proof, and were there ever
a contest between an idiot-proof
device and an idiot, I’d bet on the latter: I’m pretty resourceful.
Now let’s say someone like me works
for a contractor who takes his employees’ safety seriously. Suppose this contractor takes all the necessary measures
(i.e. training, appropriate lockouts and
warning signage, safety supervisors, etc.)
to ensure his team works in safety, and
someone (oh, let’s say me) still manages
to electrocute himself. Should the contractor be held responsible?
One would argue, “No, the contractor can only do so much!”, but according to David Ellis, the author of this
month’s Atlantic Focus, electrical contractors in New Brunswick increasingly
feel that no amount of preventative
effort or expense will save them from
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INDUSTRY NEWS//

Atlantic energy ministers agree climate
change is becoming the over-arching issue
for the energy sector, bringing challenges and
opportunities for Atlantic Canada.
The ministers met last fall in Little Rapids,
Nfld., at a meeting hosted by Ed Byrne, minister of natural resources for Newfoundland
and Labrador, and chaired by Jamie Ballem,
minister of energy, environment and forestry
for Prince Edward Island. Also attending was
New Brunswick Energy Minister Bruce

Fitch. Cecil Clarke, Nova Scotia’s energy
minister, participated via teleconference.
They reiterated their desire for the federal
government to be clear on its plans for both
dealing with climate change on a national
basis (particularly its intent toward large final
emitters) and supporting regional adjustment measures. The ministers also considered the grid’s potential to the region, with
discussions turning to an update on the project for a second international power line
linking the Maritime provinces with the
New England system.

Report on energy
in the Garden Province

Energy Minister Bruce Fitch (left) is pictured with Ed
Byrne, minister of natural resources for Newfoundland
and Labrador (centre) and Jamie Ballem, minister of
energy, environment and forestry for Prince Edward
Island. The ministers were touring the Churchill Falls
Hydro facility in Newfoundland.

Prince Edward Island’s minister of environment, energy and forestry, Jamie Ballem,
provided an update on the Energy
Framework and Renewable Energy Strategy,
highlighting significant progress that has
been made since June 2004.
The introduction of the Renewable Energy
Act put into effect several items in the strategy’s action plan. The act, and regulations that
follow, will:
• require utilities to acquire at least 15 per
cent of their electrical energy from renewables by 2010;
• allow for net metering for small renewable
energy systems, and a guaranteed feed-in
tariff for community, wind co-operative
and large systems; and
• restrict large-scale wind developments to
designated development areas.
Ballem said the target of 15 per cent of elec-

Is the Keystone
Province also the windiest?

Photo by Brian Simpson

Atlantic energy ministers
discuss energy and climate

Minister of Environment, Energy and Forestry Jamie
Ballem provides a progress report on the Energy
Framework and Renewable Energy Strategy.
tricity generated from renewables by 2010
would be reached primarily through expansion in wind energy. The province has 13
towers monitoring wind speed and direction
in addition to the ongoing research at North
Cape through the Atlantic Wind Test Site.
The minister added PEI Energy Corp.
expects to issue an RFP for 30 MW of wind
power in the spring, with development to be
in place the following year. Islanders will
have an opportunity to invest in the development and share in its ownership.
The strategy also includes several items by
which the government will lead by example.
For instance, Ballem revealed discussions
have been held with General Motors regarding the potential to convert some ministry
trucks to gas-electric hybrids.

Residents of southern Manitoba’s St. Leon
district can look forward to the establishment of one of Canada’s largest wind farm
projects, Energy, Science and Technology
Minister Dave Chomiak said at an official
sod-turning ceremony.
After two years of study, technicians identified St. Leon as a world-class wind source
location. Chomiak, Dave Kerr from
AirSource Power Fund and Ruth Kristjanson
from Manitoba Hydro were among those
attending the ceremony for the $187-million
project involving up to 50 local owners and
65 square kilometres of land.
Phase one of the project includes completing the construction of 12 turbines by
May with the remainder to follow by the
end of this year. The site is located 150
kilometres southwest of Winnipeg, covering both the rural municipalities of Lorne
and Pembina, and within three kilometres
of a 230-kilovolt Manitoba Hydro transmission line.
The 99-MW project consists of 63 Vestas
V82 wind turbine generators supported by
80-metre towers, each having a base four
metres in diameter. Also among the turbine’s main components are three blades
stretching 40 metres in length. Turbines,
access roads and any related equipment will
occupy less than five per cent of the wind
farm area, with the remainder available for
agricultural use.

The Yukon places second in energy efficiency
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The Yukon continues to score top grades
in energy-efficiency measures according
to results from the Canadian Energy
Efficiency Alliance’s fifth annual National
Report Card on Energy Efficiency. This
year, the Yukon received an A–.
“We are pleased the Canadian Energy
Efficiency Alliance has recognized our
success in forging key partnerships and

mag.com

pioneering state-of-the-art demand-side
management programs, like the Fridge
Exchange and the Housecalls Energy
Efficiency program,” said Energy, Mines
and Resources Minister Archie Lang.
The report card evaluates the activities
of Canada’s provinces and territories, as
well as those of the federal government,
toward advancing energy efficiency.

INDUSTRY NEWS//
Newfoundland premier issues
Request regarding hydro resource
Premier Danny Williams, Minister of Natural
Resources Ed Byrne, and Dean MacDonald
(chair of Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro)
issued a Request for Expressions of Interest and
Proposals for participation in the development
of the Lower Churchill hydro resource.
Williams explained his government is interested in hearing from any party, whether private
companies, consortia or other governments,
“[...] regardless of any exploratory discussions
that have taken place previously.”
The Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador is interested in all possible forms of
participation by parties in the development,
including (but not limited to): potential equity
participation, financing arrangements, possible
power purchase arrangements and other private
sector partnership options.
The
provincial
government
and
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro have consulted with the Innu Nation in developing the
request for Expressions of Interest and
Proposals, which is consistent with the government’s policy of consulting with aboriginal
groups with accepted land claims on developments in their claim areas.

New wind atlas
shows Canada really blows
The new Canadian Wind Energy Atlas,
unveiled at the Canadian Wind Energy
Association’s annual conference, shows Canada
has a lot more potential for wind energy than
previously thought.
A wind energy database, the atlas facilitates
exploration by pinpointing the best locations in
the country for taking advantage of this renewable energy source. It shows that areas on the
East Coast (including Newfoundland and
Labrador), as well as Northern Quebec,
Nunavut, parts of the Prairies and the Rocky
Mountains, have the kind of winds that could
support wind farming. In fact, according to a
study prepared by Helimax Energy Inc., the
potential for wind energy in the southern half
of Quebec is equal to the amount of energy currently produced by Hydro Quebec.
Claude Faucher, a member of the atlas team,
admits that while Atlas does not replace site
evaluations, it does allow wind energy developers to focus in on areas of 25 sq. km rather
than 25,000 sq. km. Besides helping choose
the best places for new wind farms, the software used to develop the atlas will be used to
forecast wind conditions up to two weeks in
advance, helping electricity generators predict
when auxiliary power sources may need to be
employed.

November 2002, lays out plans to increase
investment in the energy sector, maintain lowcost electricity and public ownership of BC
Hydro and create jobs in an environmentally
responsible way.
The Report Card On Progress demonstrates
achievements in four key areas:
• Low electricity rates and public ownership of
BC Hydro. The BC Hydro Power Legacy
and Heritage Contract Act passed in
November 2003 preserves the benefits of BC
Hydro’s existing generation for all citizens,
and ensures public ownership of BC Hydro’s
generation, transmission and distribution
assets. The B.C. Utilities Commission has
again been given the authority to regulate BC
Hydro rates.
• Secure, reliable supply of electricity. Legislation
in May 2003 established the British Columbia
Transmission Corp. (BCTC).
• More private sector opportunities. A 2002
call for power by BC Hydro resulted in 16
Independent Power Producer (IPP) projects
being offered purchase agreements. These
projects—which range from small hydro to
landfill gas and wind energy—have the
potential to create 800 to 1000 jobs and produce up to 1800 GWh hours of electricity.
• Environmental responsibility. The government has set a goal that 50 per cent of new
power generated will be clean energy. In
October 2004, the government and BC
Hydro announced a 20-year commitment to
zero net incremental impact to the environment by any BC Hydro activity.

150-MW Saskatchewan
wind power project will proceed
Despite losing their joint venture partner, ATCO
Power, SaskPower International Inc. and
SaskPower are proceeding with the development

Ontario stimulates green
power through net metering
The Ontario government is proposing a regulation that would credit customers who generate
their own power from renewable sources and
put any excess electricity into the grid.
Net metering is currently available for projects producing up to 50 kW at the discretion of
local energy distribution companies. The new
regulation would eliminate this inconsistency
and require distributors to allow net metering
for all eligible projects producing up to 500 kW.
Projects producing electricity from clean
sources such as water, wind, solar power and
farm biomass would be eligible.
In other provincial news, the government has

Tackle the Code Conundrum... if you dare

received an overwhelming response from companies to help meet Ontario’s power supply
challenge. It received 33 proposals representing
8268 MW in response to its RFP for 2500
MW of new electricity generation capacity or
conservation measures.
Back in November, the government
announced 10 new energy projects resulting
from a request for 300 MW of renewable energy. Those projects will provide 395 MW of new
power from wind, water and landfill gas, and
increase Canada’s wind energy capacity by
about 80 per cent.

Quesnel to be community
leader in energy efficiency
A new federal-provincial pilot project promoting energy efficiency in communities will help
the City of Quesnel (B.C.) champion a cleaner
energy future. The Community Action on
Energy Efficiency (CAEE) program will enable
the city to hire an energy co-ordinator to plan
and implement energy-efficient measures for
buildings, as well as the industrial and transportation sectors. (The program was also
launched in Kelowna, B.C.)
A key part of the project includes the retrofit
of 20 homes and several commercial and institutional buildings. The project will also promote energy-efficient new-home designs and
support energy efficiency initiatives at the new
North Cariboo Community Campus of the
College of New Caledonia.
The total value of this project is $150,000,
which includes $75,000 from NRCan and inkind support from the City of Quesnel, BC
Hydro and the province. CAEE is co-ordinated
by Natural Resources Canada’s Office of Energy
Efficiency and the B.C. Ministry of Energy and
Mines, and supported by BC Hydro and the
City of Quesnel.
Questions and answers compiled by Ted Olechna

So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright code-clueless.
Take a look at the following questions and check your answers online at www.ebmag.com, or in April’s Electrical Business.
Question 1: Can a panelboard be located in
a clothes closet?
a) Yes
b) No

Question 2: The area below a gasoline pump
is classified/rated as:
a) non-hazardous
b) Class I, Zone 2 Location
c) Class I, Zone 1 Location d) Class I, Zone 0 Location

Question 3: A 27.6-kV transformer shall be located in a
vault when it contains more than the following volume
of flammable oil in a single tank:
a) 23 litres b) 96 litres c) 15 litres d)10 litres

Answers to Code Conundrum Electrical Business February 2005
Question 1: The overcurrent device for a Class 2 circuit
shall be located at the point where the conductor to be
protected receives its supply.
Answer: a) True. Overcurrent devices shall be located
at the point where the conductor to be protected
receives its supply. Rule 16-208, Location of
Overcurrent Devices.

Report card charts
progress of B.C.’s energy plan
B.C. Energy and Mines Minister Richard
Neufeld released a report card highlighting the
progress of Energy for Our Future: A Plan for
B.C. The strategy, which came out in

of a 150-MW wind power project in the
Rushlake Creek area in southwest Saskatchewan.
“Moving forward with the development of
this wind power facility reinforces
Saskatchewan’s commitment to develop alternative energy projects in support of a green and
prosperous economy,” said the minister responsible for SaskPower, Frank Quennell. “We
believe that further wind generation development in Saskatchewan is viable and the decision
to move forward with this project at this time,
with or without a joint venture partner, demonstrates that.”
This project is part of SaskPower’s Green
Power portfolio: developed to ensure that all of
Saskatchewan’s new electricity needs until 2010
are met from environmentally friendly sources.
In addition, SaskPower International has
awarded the turbine supply and installation
contract to Vestas-Canadian Wind Technology
Inc. When completed in December 2005, the
project is expected to generate enough zeroemission energy to meet the electrical needs of
about 64,000 homes.

HOW DID
YOU DO?

Question 2: What is the maximum time setting for a
sauna heater controller?
Answer: b) 1 hour. Each sauna heater shall be controlled by a timed cut-off switch having a maximum
time setting of one hour with no override feature,
which, if not forming part of the sauna heater or cabinet, shall be mounted on the outside wall of the room
containing the sauna heater, and which will disconnect
all ungrounded conductors in the circuit supplying the
heater. Rule 62-500 (5).

3 of 3 = Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
2 of 3 = You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.

Question 3: What is the minimum size of individual
conductors that can be drawn into a run of EMT for a fire
alarm system?
Answer: b) No. 16. Conductors shall have an insulation
rating not less than 300 V and shall be not smaller than
No. 16 AWG for individual conductors pulled into raceways. Rule 32-100 (3).

1 of 3 = Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
0 of 3 = Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie,
Meenie, Minie, Moe?

Northern Cables Inc.
“The armoured cable specialists”
Canadian manufacturer specializing in
AC90, TECK90, MCTHHN, ACTHH, HCF
P.O. Box 1564, 50 California Ave., Brockville, Ontario K6V 6E6 • Web: www.northerncables.com
Phone 613-345-1594 • Toll free 1-888-524-5050 • Fax 613-345-3147
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
Sask. municipalities and government sign energy agreement
The Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities
Association (SUMA) and Saskatchewan
Association of Rural Municipalities
(SARM) have signed an energy conservation agreement with Saskatchewan
Property Management Corp. (SPMC) and
the Office of Energy Conservation (OEC).
“Energy costs are threatening the viability of some community recreation facilities,” said SUMA President Don Schlosser.
“This agreement is helping us offer new
services to our members, such as an initiative with the OEC that promotes solar
heating of outdoor swimming pools.”
The agreement follows a year of pilot
programs and consultations. It ensures
municipalities interested in saving money
and making energy-efficiency changes in
their buildings will receive support for their

initiatives. For example, SPMC’s purchasing power cuts the cost of items like T8 fluorescent tubes and electronic ballasts
roughly in half.
“[...] We improved the lighting system
throughout our head office,” said SARM
Vice-President David Marit. “The
upgrade is saving us about $1300 per year
and will pay for itself in less than six years.
Many of our member communities are
copying this success.”

Having already filed two patents for its
technologies, DynaGen is now developing
new generator control systems and automatic transfer switches primarily for smallscale generators.
To support these activities, NSBI is providing an equity investment of $1 million
that will be converted into common shares
within a 12-month period. The venture is
expected to help DynaGen create an additional 24 highly skilled jobs by 2008.

DynaGen generating
new technologies

Two Ontario
utilities amalgamate

DynaGen Technologies Inc., a Sydney,
N.S.-based company that designs and
manufactures digital control systems for the
global distributed power market, is expanding its research and development activities,
as well as its product line, with the help of
Nova Scotia Business Inc. (NSBI).

The Ontario Energy Board (OEB) issued a
decision allowing Hamilton Hydro Inc.
(HHI) and St. Catharines Hydro Utility
Services Inc. (SCHUSI) to amalgamate.
OEB feels this will allow the parties to capitalize on economies of scale, with expected
savings in the range of $5.4 million annually.

Kitimat continues fight against Alcan
Despite a ruling by the Supreme Court of British
Columbia, the District of Kitimat will continue to
pursue legal options to stop Alcan from selling
electricity from its Kemano power plant. The district argues Alcan’s power sales contravene the provisions of the Industrial Development Act and the
terms of its water licence, which give it access to a
public water resource for the purpose of aluminum smelting.
The court did not rule on the main question of
whether or not it is legal for Alcan to divert electricity away from aluminum smelting in favour of
wholesale power sales and exports. It did, however, agree with Alcan’s argument that the district
should have brought its action against the
Government of British Columbia, and not just
the company.
Still, the district remains confident such sales
are a breach of the terms under which the company obtained rights to the headwaters of the
Nechako River.
“Aluminum production in Kitimat is very profitable, but power sales are even more profitable,”
said Mayor Wozney of Kitimat. “Now the company wants to keep the resource and sell the power,
reneging on its contractual commitment to the
jobs and economic benefit for which the resource
was exchanged.”

New centre for energy in Ontario
The Ontario government and Ontario Centres of
Excellence (OCE) Inc. unveiled the latest initiative
in the province’s long-term energy strategy: a new
Centre for Energy within the Ontario Centres of
Excellence program.
The Government of Ontario will invest $8
million over four years into the centre, which is
the first new Centre of Excellence launched in
the province since 1987. It will work within the
OCE’s model of economic development,
whereby OCE moves laboratory discoveries
into the marketplace by acting as the province’s
primary bridge between researchers and the
private sector.
The new centre will be ‘virtual’, operating with
only a small staff and building on a range of energy-related projects already underway.

Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc.
pays off $200 million in debt
The chair of Hydro Ottawa Holding Inc., Pierre
Richard, announced the company is paying off its
$200 million debt to the City of Ottawa as part of
its efforts to refinance its debt over a longer term
and at lower interest rates.
Following payment of the debt—which was
held by the city in the form of promissory notes
payable on demand—the company intends to
repay the loan with the proceeds from the
issuance of a $200-million bond in the debt capital markets.
The debt arose from the transfer of assets
from the City of Ottawa to Hydro Ottawa Ltd.
and Energy Ottawa Inc. following the amalgamation of five local electrical utilities several
years ago.

Hydro-Quebec Selects PLM
from IBM and Dassault Systèmes
IBM and Dassault Systèmes announced
Hydro-Quebec has chosen their product lifecycle management (PLM) solutions for the
design of new hydroelectric projects. The utility is the first owner-operator in the hydroelectric industry to use digital 3-D design technology for the development of future facilities.
The PLM solutions will help Hydro-Quebec
design products and manage engineering data
it and its partners develop.
INFO NO. 7
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PERSONALITIES //
Busy times in New Brunswick
The energy minister for New Brunswick,
Bruce Fitch, has been keeping busy with a
number of energy-sector appointments, particularly as the restructuring of NB Power
(October 2004) saw the creation of four subsidiary companies from the existing structure.
Overseeing those subsidiaries is NB Power
Holding Corp., which focuses on: 1) distribution and customer service; 2) generation; 3)
transmission; and 4) nuclear. The new board
comprises: Derek Burney, O.C., as chair;
Graham Brown; Shirley Mears; Leon
Furlong; Lino Celeste; Norm Betts; Susan
Hicks; Eloi Duguay; Bernard Cyr; Jean
Marc Violette; and David Hay.
Fitch also announced the three-member
board of the System Operator; the body that
directs the operation and maintains the adequacy and reliability of the transmission grid.
Curtis Howe will chair the board of directors.
The other members are Robert Saintonge
and Don Barnett.
Lise Bastarache has been added to the new
NB Power board of directors, said Fitch. A
New Brunswick native, Lise is a regional
vice-president for the RBC Financial Group
in Quebec. She is a director of Le Groupe
Jean Coutu (PDJ) Inc. and a member of the
board of governors of L’Université de
Moncton. She also sits on the board of the
Royal Bank Mortgage Corp. and is the
Honorary Patron of the fund-raising campaign of La Fondation Portage.

Frontier Power Products Ltd. has signed on
to be an exclusive distributor for Kohler
Power Systems’ power-generation systems for
the industrial and marine industries. Frontier
serves the provinces of British Columbia and
Alberta, as well as the Yukon Territory.
Jan Carr has become the first CEO of the
newly created Ontario Power Authority
(OPA), which is charged with ensuring an
adequate, long-term supply of electricity in
the province. Jan has worked in the electricity
sector for more than 30 years and comes to
OPA from the Ontario Energy Board (OEB),
where he was vice chair. Licensed by OEB,
OPA will operate independently as a nonprofit corporation and report to the legislature
through the Ministry of Energy.
Stephen Mitchell has been named director of
retail sales for Sea Gull Lighting Products

Inc. Prior to joining Sea Gull, he worked for
Simkar Corp./Kalco Lighting, Master Lock,
Lamson Home Products and Ideal Industries.
Cooper Wiring Devices has appointed
Darron Lacey to the
position of director of
continuous improvement, where he is
responsible for developing and supervising the
division’s quality system
and manufacturing variDarron Lacey
ance program. Daniel
Fielder, an industry veteran of 19 years, was
named division manager, quality.
Daniel Fielder

Power Measurement of
Saanichton, B.C., has

been selected as a Top 100 Innovator by Red
Herring, a media company covering innovation, technology, financing and entrepreneurial
activity.

He’s a real swinger!
During the recent
launch of Thomas &
Betts’ King Cobra™
heavy-duty cable
and pipe clamp,
specifiers and users
had the opportunity
to request a free
product launch kit
and enter their
names into a draw for a King Cobra® driver.
The winner is Ross Lehmann, an electrical
engineer with SNC Lavalin in Edmonton.
Ross (left) is shown here with Thomas & Betts
sales representative, Doug Medori.

Nexans Canada Inc. has appointed
Christophe Jollivet to the position of national sales manager for
general market products in Canada. With
15 years of experience
in the industry,
Christophe’s focus
will be on residential,
commercial
and
Christophe Jollivet
industrial products.
Brian Power, vice-president of sales for
Techspan Industries, appointed DTS
Marketing as the company’s new sales representative for the Maritimes. Located in
Halifax, DTS is owned by Wayne Comeau.
Henry Comeau, formerly of Guillevin, is
responsible for the New Brunswick territory.
Weidmuller has appointed ELP Marketing
Ltd. as its new representative in the provinces
of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island.
Saskatchewan Premier Lorne Calvert
announced the appointment of Doug Kelln,
P.Eng., to president and CEO of SaskEnergy.
Doug received his Bachelor of Civil
Engineering degree from the University of
Saskatchewan in 1982 before joining
SaskPower. He then held various positions at
TransGas before returning to SaskPower,
where he has been senior vice-president, distribution utility, since 1997.
Elmer MacFadyen, the minister responsible
for Prince Edward Island’s Workers
Compensation Act, announced the following
appointments to the Workers Compensation
Board: George MacDonald comes on as
chair; Margaret Stewart as a worker representative; and Charlene McInnis has been reappointed. Jim Lee, chair since 1997, and Joyce
McCardle, vice-chair and worker representative, are both retiring from the board.
INFO NO. 8
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Measuring consumption to conserve
A

ION 8500 socket-mount revenue
meter to verify the cost, quality
and reliability of the power delivered to the campus. Downstream,
ION 8400 and ION 8300 meters
were installed at nine of the university’s buildings—including the
Goldstein Student Center, Tennity
Ice Skating Pavilion and Henry
Health Center—to sub-meter
energy usage at the building level
and help allocate costs by department.
Throughout the system, each
meter was configured to closely
monitor its electrical distribution
point for potentially disruptive
power-quality concerns, such as
sags and swells, harmonics and any
other condition that could affect
the overall efficiency and reliability
of energy-consuming equipment.
High-speed Ethernet connections
link each meter to a central PC
workstation equipped with ION
Hendricks Chapel has seen SU change from a private, relatively small, homogeneous Methodist-related academy to the very large, heterogeneous,
Enterprise software. The software
secular, private university it is today. And like all buildings on SU’s campus, it follows the school’s progressive development strategy: a campus-wide
logs metering information in a hisinitiative promoting efficient energy consumption.
torical database, responds to any
alarm conditions by relaying notifiInterval meters measure consumption
commitment to
cations directly to the university’s energy conservation manager
To proceed, SU needed to assemble an accurate and detailed
and displays the real-time status of each monitored area or
profile of energy usage across the entire facility over a typical
process. It acts as central intelligence for the entire EEM system,
Energy conservation across campus
day, week and month. A grant from the New York State Energy
continually aggregating and analyzing data from each meter in
Established over 10 years ago, SU’s Energy Conservation
Research and Development Authority (Nyserda) helped make
the network.
Program was developed to help staff control energy consumpthis possible. According to SU’s associate director of energy,
The ION data server also exports real-time demand and enertion without adversely affecting the university’s work environSteve Lloyd, the grant helped the university pursue new strategy data, via Modbus, to the university’s Andover Controls facilment. Opportunities to procure electricity through alternative
gies for managing the cost of power through interval metering.
ity management system. It uses kilowatt (kW) and kilowattsources and participate in load-management programs offered
Instead of waiting for the monthly electricity bill to determine
hour (kWh) data from the EEM network to trend and profile
by the state provided further incentive to closely monitor and
power consumption, SU could measure usage every 15 minutes
energy usage, and automatically curtail campus loads as necescontrol both energy usage and cost. To complement SU’s estabvia interval metering.
sary. As part of the university’s comprehensive load-curtailment
schedule, all campus electrical loads are prioritized within this
lished energy-saving measures, the university needed a way to
“Interval metering enables the university to predict and
system, enabling the university to maintain a close tolerance on
track consumption and analyze usage patterns.
respond to changing energy demands on a minute-by-minute
demand levels through pre-configured set points.
This was no small endeavour, considering more than 18,000
basis,” says Lloyd. To facilitate an interval metering program,
Nathan Prior, SU’s energy conservation manager, explains:
students and staff populate the sprawling campus across 11
SU installed a system of ION® energy meters and Web“First,
our load-curtailment strategy is based on the historical use
schools and colleges. Add to that a diverse range of energy uses,
enabled software from Victoria-based Power Measurement.
of
a
campus
substation for a particular month. We then assign
such as high-tech labs, specialized computer applications and
To start, the university installed a network of 19 meters to
each
building
to the substation providing that building with
the fifth largest domed stadium in the nation, and the requiremonitor key locations throughout its campus. Each of the unipower,
followed
by classifying the space within the building.”
ments seemed almost too demanding.
versity’s six electrical substations was equipped with at least one
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Photo © Syracuse University

s one of America’s leading research
institutions, Syracuse University
(SU) has been enhancing and refining
its academic facilities for more than
130 years. In keeping with the school’s
progressive development strategy, a
campus-wide initiative promoting efficient energy usage prompted SU to
upgrade its electrical distribution system to the latest in enterprise energy
management (EEM) technology. The
Internet-based EEM system employs a
network of intelligent energy meters to
track, analyze and report power quality and consumption data to a central
server equipped with a suite of energymanagement software.
While each meter monitors a specific location or activity, the headend software continuously retrieves,
aggregates and processes the power
system data to provide monitoring
staff with up-to-the-minute energy
consumption
information.
Designed to help reduce costs, minimize waste and facilitate planning,
the new EEM system is administered by the university’s Department
of
Energy
and
Computing
Management as part of SU’s ongoing
energy conservation.
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energy and reduce costs
BY ANTHONY TISOT

Depending on that final classification,
SU decides whether the space will be
included in the load-curtailment protocol.
Critical spaces such as science labs, research facilities, environmental chambers and server rooms are exempt.
Remaining spaces are then classified in the following categories: offices, classrooms, public areas, mechanical rooms,
computer clusters and dining areas. Each space is then assigned
a threshold value that is used to determine its set point during
a load-curtailment event. “We classify the equipment located in
and serving the space,” concludes Prior, “which, in turn, determines the exact load-curtailment strategy implemented.”

state were brought back onto the grid,” says
Prior. “Using our energy management system, we were able to automatically reduce
our campus electrical load without inconveniencing students or
staff. Without this capability, the process would have been considerably more time-consuming and disruptive to campus residents, but as it turned out, we were more than prepared.”

Improving reliability
with predictive maintenance

Photo courtesy Power Measurement

As a predictive maintenance tool, SU’s enterprise energy management network has also helped avert disruptions by pinpointing malfunctioning or failing electrical equipment. Using the
Predicting demand and purchasing energy
information provided by its network of energy meters, the uniWith opportunities to reduce demand being dynamic in
versity created a load profile; a snapshot of energy consumption
nature, the ability to respond automatically can result in considat all monitored locations over a typical day, week or month. By
erable savings. SU typically experiillustrating how energy is used throughout
ences its highest electricity demand
the facility, the load profile provided a valuduring May and September, but like
able baseline to help identify inefficiencies
other electricity consumers in this
and evaluate improvement efforts.
deregulated market, it faces its highest
In one case, the university’s Energy
electricity costs during the summer
Management team used the EEM system
when both demand and prices in New
to avert an outage by identifying and
York State (NYS) are at their peak.
replacing a faulty underground feeder
When energy prices are high or
cable. “By replacing the cable before it
demand rises too quickly, SU can
failed, we avoided the expense and inconautomatically reduce non-critical
venience of an emergency repair,” explains
loads to minimize the overall energy
Prior, adding, “but more importantly, we
drawn from the utility.
prevented a small problem from escalating
The ability to proactively address Nathan Prior, energy conservation manager for Syracuse
into a full power outage.” In another case,
University, inspects ION 8500 revenue meters.
changing energy demands helps the
Prior says SU’s EEM system detected a situation in one of the campus buildings
university respond appropriately
where power to the facility was being interrupted every Monday
when power is in short supply. Lloyd explains: “The system
morning at 2:00 AM. The cause turned out to be the unschedenables the university to more precisely predict energy conuled exercise of an emergency generator. “Again, once we idensumption 24 hours in advance, and take advantage of daytime
energy price fluctuations by reducing energy needs during peak
tified the root of the problem, we were able to fix it very quickperiods.” He goes on to say that simple measures, like adjusting
ly,” says Prior.
the air flow in selected buildings and shedding non-essential
Looking ahead
loads during peak periods, can conserve energy in ways that do
Having proven the potential of its enhanced energy-managenot affect working conditions inside.
ment infrastructure both in daily operations and emergency
With an accurate understanding of energy consumption, SU
demand-response situations, Syracuse University is again lookcan normalize usage patterns in conjunction with variables such
ing to the future. “Our successes in reducing energy costs and
as occupancy, temperature and weather to accurately benchconsumption do not mean we can rest on our laurels,” emphamark and project energy requirements. The university can then
sizes Lloyd. “Energy consumption and prices continue to rise at
use this information to help negotiate prices with energy
the university, and we must continuously seek out new ways of
providers and purchase just the right amount of energy required
managing these costs.”
when it is required.
While SU’s initial deployment of EEM technology was alloEmergency demand response
cated to monitor the largest loads first, the university plans on
metering many new locations. In fact, the school’s Department
Based on the initial success of SU’s interval metering program,
of Energy and Computing Management is preparing to
Nyserda officials extended the original grant to gather additionupgrade all manually read electricity sub-meters on campus
al data on the project. They were particularly interested in the
with networked devices. Additionally, all significant building
school’s ability to respond immediately should the state’s
renovations or new construction projects on campus will use
Independent System Operator (NYISO) declare an electrical
intelligent energy meters to integrate each facility into Syracuse
emergency condition.
University’s growing EEM network.
As a member of the NYS Emergency Demand Response
By continuing to refine its energy infrastructure Syracuse
Program (EDRP), the university agreed to help reduce the load on
University is assured a bright future as one of North America’s
the state’s electric grid by voluntarily reducing its energy consumpleading energy innovators.
tion upon request. Prior says this capability was put to the test in
the days following the infamous August 14th, 2003 blackout.
“On August 15th (the day after NYISO had declared a major
ANTHONY TISOT is a professional writer with Power Measurement, specialemergency condition in response to the Northeast blackout) the
izing in energy-management strategies and communications technology.
university was asked to reduce its load while other areas of the

CALENDAR//
University of Industrial Distribution
March 13–16
Indianapolis, Ind.
Visit www.univid.org

Fundamentals of
DC Operation & Repair Tips
March 18–19
Denver, Colo.
Visit www.easa.com or call (314) 993-2220.

Annual Technical Conference,
Seminars & Trade Show
InterNational Electrical Testing
Association (NETA)
March 21–24
New Orleans, La.
Visit www.netaconference.com

Electric Power 2005
April 5–7
Chicago, Ill.
Visit www.electricpowerexpo.com

Lightfair 2005
Trade Show & Conference
April 12–14
New York, N.Y.
Visit www.lightfair.com

EFC Annual General Meeting
April 14
Toronto, Ont.
Visit www.electrofed.com

Mechanical Repair
Fundamentals of Electric Motors
April 22–23
St. Louis, Mo.
Visit www.easa.com or call (314) 993-2220.

Annual Conference
National Association of Electrical
Distributors (NAED)
April 22–26
Orlando, Fla.
Visit www.naed.org

Successful Selling Skills for Inside Sales
April 26
Calgary, Alta.
Visit www.electrofed.com

Hospitality Lighting Conference
GE Lighting Institute
May 2–3
Cleveland, Ohio
Call (800) 255-1200

Want to see your event listed here?
Send information to acapkun@clbmedia.ca
or fax 905-727-0017
(give us at least three months lead time)
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IT’S YOUR BUSINESS//

You can’t manage
what you don’t measure
Y

You’re in business to make money: all other reasons pale
in comparison. Speaking of which, when was the last
time you compared the numbers in your Balance Sheet
with those in your Income Statement? You can only
manage what you measure, so let’s explore how you should go
about measuring your financial condition, focusing on those
elements that get you the most bang for your buck.

Some bookkeeping fundamentals
INCOME STATEMENT
This measures your earning/spending activity over a certain
period. You can compare figures to previous years or the same
month in previous years, or to budgets. (Income Statement,
Statement of Earnings, and Profit & Loss Statement are the
same thing.)
For a contractor, the sections of primary importance are Sales,
Direct Costs and Overhead. (Virtually all Overhead is fixed in
the short term, so don’t worry about separating it into Variable
and Fixed.) Sales exclude GST, and as most contractors do not
charge PST on selling price, any provincial sales tax can be considered a cost; same as any other expense. Direct Costs include
any expense you have itemized on your estimates. Look at your
estimates and see whether the expense is a line item or not.
Overhead covers all other costs of operating your business.

FIGURE 1
INCOME STATEMENT
Year-End (December 31, 2004)
Total sales
Direct costs
Materials
Direct labour
Subs & other
Total direct
GROSS PROFIT
Overhead
Salaries
Advertising/promotion
Vehicles
Depreciation
Insurance
Occupancy
Office & administration
Repairs/shop supplies
Total overhead
NET PROFIT

$000s %
1270 100
565
216
16
797
473

44.5
17.0
1.3
62.8
37.2

196
23
44
22
15
28
59
13

15.4
1.8
3.5
1.7
1.2
2.2
4.6
1.0

400
73

31.5
5.7

BALANCE SHEET
(As of December 31, 2004)
Current assets
Cash
Receivables
Inventory
Other
Total current assets
Capital (fixed) assets
Vehicle & equipment (at cost)
Depreciation
Net capital assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Bank debt
Other
Total current liabilities
Term debt
Due to shareholders
Retained earnings
TOTAL
LIABILITIES & INVESTMENT

•
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To better interpret your Income Statement, use percentages
based on Sales and compare them against each Direct Cost.
Compare the current month (say, March 2005) with Year-ToDate and March 2004. If your Gross Profit for March 2005 is
only 20 per cent while the Year-To-Date percentage is 25, it
could mean you are under-billing.
When you delve into the percentages in your Income
Statement, you will easily find the Direct Cost having the greatest impact on your figures. Likewise, check for any red flags
among your Overhead items. When you investigate the numbers this way, the trouble spot(s) become pretty easy to pick out.
After all management salaries, depreciation and ordinary
business expenses, your Pre-Tax Profit should be at least five per
cent. Anything below five per cent shows below-average performance. (The sample company in Figure 1 and below has a
Net Pre-Tax Profit of 5.7 per cent.)
BALANCE SHEET
This business ‘snapshot’ lists Assets, Liabilities and Equity at a
particular point in time.
Keep your Balance Sheet simple. Most of us can limit our
Assets to one of two categories: Current and Capital. Current
Assets are either Cash or items we want to convert to Cash.
Capital Assets are the items acquired for running the business.
Similarly, Current Liabilities are things we pay regularly while
Long-Term Liabilities are gradually reduced as we pay them. An
Asset or Liability that is meant to be converted to Cash in 12
months is considered Current. These Current items that flow in
and out of Cash reflect the Liquidity of the business.
Liquidity
You should have a minimum of $1.50 in Current Assets for
every dollar in Current Liabilities (your Current Ratio). When
you compare Cash and Receivables to Current Liabilities, you
should have a minimum $1.00-to-$1.00 ratio. This is known as
both Acid Test Ratio and Quick Ratio. You should not have
cash-flow problems when your numbers are within these ratios.
(If you are, then either you are not collecting your Receivables
promptly or your Working Capital Turnover is out of line.)
Activity
Working Capital Turnover is a measure of how effectively
Working Capital is being used, and even though it is quite simple to calculate, it has caused the downfall of many construction
companies. The first step toward identifying your Working
Capital Turnover is to subtract Current Liabilities from Current
Assets; this gives you your Working Capital, or Net Current
Assets. Dividing this figure (your Working Capital) into Annual
Sales gives you your Working Capital Turnover.

FIGURE 2

427

* Note: The dollar amounts shown above are in the thousands.

mag.com

Are you breaking even?
Break-Even Sales is Overhead for the period divided by the
Gross Profit percentage. Notice how the level of BreakEven Sales drops as the Gross Profit percentage increases?

Increase gross
profit to 42%
Overhead
Gross profit
Break-even sales

Annual
$400
37.2%
$1075

$400
42%
$952

B.Comm., FCAA CMC

Do not try to turn over your Working Capital more than 20
times, nor should you increase Sales when Working Capital
Turnover exceeds a 15-to-one ratio. Otherwise, you won’t be
able to pay your bills on time and could very well go broke.
Solvency (Leverage)
Solvency (Leverage) is the relationship between Debt and
Equity (Net Worth), which tells you the amount of Debt you
can afford.
Solvency is not too difficult to determine, as you simply
compare Total Current Liabilities against Equity. (Count
shareholder loans as Equity, not Debt, because banks and
bonding companies expect you to leave that money where it is:
in the company.) A healthy relationship between Debt and
Equity is when Debt is no greater than double your Equity
(two-to-one ratio). Ratios exceeding four-to-one (four dollars
of Debt for every one dollar of Equity) lead to dangerous scenarios for the business.
Profitability
Two statistics tell us whether this is all worthwhile: Profit, as a percentage of Sales, should be greater than five per cent and Return
On Equity (ROE) should be greater than 25 per cent. (ROE is
defined as Pre-Tax Profits divided by Average Net Worth).
BREAK-EVEN SALES
The last tool for helping you manage your business is knowing
your monthly Break-Even Sales, which is calculated by dividing
monthly Overhead by your Gross Profit percentage. Strive to
achieve that amount of Sales at your Gross Profit percentage
every month.

Putting it all together
Refer to Figure 1 as we look at some of the concepts discussed above.
Liquidity
Current Ratio should be greater than 1.5 to one.
Sample Co. shows $316,000 ÷ $176,000 = 1.8 (good)
Acid Test Ratio should be $1.00-to-$1.00 ratio (minimum).
Sample Co. shows $191,000 ($70,000 + $121,000) ÷
$176,000 = 1.09 (good)
Activity
Working Capital Turnover should not exceed 15-to-one ratio.
Sample Co. shows $1,270,000 ÷ $140,000 ($316,000 –
$176,000) = 9.07 times (very good)
Solvency (Leverage)
Debt Equity should not exceed two-to-one ratio.
Sample Co. shows Total Debt of $216,000 ($176,000 +
$40,000) ÷ $211,000 ($10,000 + $201,000) = 1.02 (this
gives the company room to grow)

$000s
70
121
113
12
316
$000s
284
–173
111
427
$000s
112
34
30
176
40
10
201

Break-even sales
Overhead
Gross profit
Break-even sales

BY RON COLEMAN,

Monthly
$33.3
37.2%
$89.5

$33.3
42%
$79.3

Profitability
The Income Statement for Sample Co. shows a profit of 5.7 per
cent, which is just above average. Its Book Value Equity is
$211,000 ($10,000 + $201,000) with a Profit of $73,000. This
means the company gets an ROE of 34.6 per cent ($73,000 ÷
$211,000), which is very good considering we’re aiming for a
minimum of 25 per cent.

Never hurts to look closely
Stay in control of your business by looking at the books periodically to see how things are really going. Remember: you can’t
manage what you don’t measure.

RONALD COLEMAN, B.Comm., FCAA CMC, can be reached via e-mail at
rcoleman@coleman.bc.ca.

ATLANTIC FOCUS//

Safety is everyone’s
responsibility*

BY DAVID W. ELLIS,
BA, MPA, CAE

* But some of you will be held responsible more than others

E

It is easy to suggest that this frustration arises from lack of
concern about safety, but quite the opposite is true. The firms
comprising the Electrical Contractors Association of New
Brunswick pride themselves on being responsible employers
in every sense of the word. This includes a strong commitment to safety.
The true source of all this frustration is the perception of

inequity, uncertainty and powerlessness: inequity in that the
onus of ensuring safe workplaces does not seem to be distributed equally among all interested parties; uncertainty because
the safety environment appears subject to significant change
without notice; and powerlessness because there is no certainty that the voice of the contractor community carries any
weight when reform is under consideration.

Like NEW!
Like THAT!
The Pow-R-Line Retrofit Panelboard is the
NEWEST Cutler-Hammer product from Eaton
Electrical. It is the first product of its kind
designed specifically for use in renovation of
existing electrical systems. This innovative
solution employs a chassis design that
enables the use of the existing back box,
conduit and cables. An exclusive depthadjusting mechanism and an integrated
trim assembly provides for fast, trouble-free
mounting of the new interior in any sized
enclosure.
www.eatonelectrical.ca

lectrical contractors in New Brunswick (and likely
other parts of the country) should be forgiven for feeling besieged when it comes to the matter of construction safety.
Notwithstanding the familiar rhetoric that “safety is everyone’s responsibility” and legislation that theoretically distributes
the burden of ensuring a safe workplace among all jobsite players, contractors in this province have a growing sense
that—one way or another—the safety buck will ultimately stop at their doorstep.
Part of that fear stems from the knowledge that no
amount of preventative effort or expense is ever
enough. Should an on-site accident occur, the contractor can still be found to have failed to meet his due
diligence obligation: no matter what or how much he
has done to ensure workplace safety.
Almost as depressing is the growing cost of
seemingly endless safety assurance measures, the
lack of any clear vision as to how much is enough,
and the perception that industry is simply not
being meaningfully consulted before new obligations are imposed.
The following examples help explain mounting
employer frustrations:
• A conviction registered against a New
Brunswick-based general contractor and one of
his supervisory staff after a worker, reportedly
employed by a subcontractor, fell through a roof
opening on-site in another province. (Unofficial
reports indicate one the GC’s employees had
checked the opening earlier in the shift and
found it secure, and that employees of the subcontractor removed the cover afterward.)
• Onerous and confusing revisions to first aid regulations imposed under the N.B. Occupational Health
and Safety Act with little advance notice to the
industry and no phase-in period.
• Requirements imposed by the N.B. Construction
Safety Association—with little to no consultation—
making workers periodically repeat the association’s
core safety training programs.
• Federal Bill C-45, which raises the spectre of criminal liability for corporate directors for safety violations carried out by the company or its employees.
• Pressure from construction unions requiring contractors to pay for non-productive employees on
large sites, arguing they are needed to ensure safety
requirements are being met.
• Unwillingness of construction unions to accept
responsibility for ensuring their members receive
safety training to standards required by law or purchasers of construction services: even where signatory contractors make a substantial contribution to
their training funds.
• Growing reluctance on the part of some experienced
employees to accept supervisory roles for fear of
being held responsible, perhaps criminally, for accident or injury.

Renovate flush-mounted panels
without demolition of concrete,
cinder block or plaster walls.
Replace any panelboard without
cutting conduits or cables.
Interior is adjustable with the
exclusive, simple to use chassis
depth gauge.
Utilize narrow enclosures, to a
minimum of 14 inches in width.
Includes a high quality laser-cut
panelboard trim with locking latch
and concealed mounting hardware.
Trims available to fit in any existing
sized box.

For more information contact us at

1-800-268-3578
Challenging current thinking

DAVID W. ELLIS, BA, MPA, CAE, is the executive director of the
Electrical Contractors Association of New Brunswick and can be
reached by calling ECANB at (506) 452-7627.
Disclaimer
The opinions and views expressed by the author are not necessarily
the views and opinions of Electrical Business or the Electrical
Contractors Association of New Brunswick.
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Megger Quality
Affordably Priced

TOOLS FOR THE TRADE//

Customize a ‘virtual’van
A look at WeatherGuard® Vehicle Solutions

CSA APPROVED

• Tough
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)

• Safe
(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)

L

• Hands Free Operation

www.megger.com

INFO NO. 13

(Remote Probe)

1-800-297-9688

ast fall I met with Will Rose, the vice-president of marketing for Knaack Manufacturing Co. (a division of
Emerson), who wanted to show me a brand new tool
for designing van storage/organization solutions. I was
intrigued, considering I could not imagine anything that
might significantly change the way electricians upfit their vans.
Will explained the company wanted to find a way of both
differentiating itself from the competition and empowering the
consumer, so instead of overhauling its entire product line,
Knaack decided on an altogether different approach. “We
decided to attack the design tool,” Will said.
So Knaack came up WeatherGuard® Vehicle Solutions™
(WGVS) Web-based software for customizing vans (with the
hopes of launching something similar for pick-ups in the near
future). This tool allows users to customize their vans with
shelving, cabinets, racks and accessories, helping them visualize
a custom job before buying anything.

What I liked
The software is quite user friendly. You can choose from among
several packages that incorporate the most popular elements
from specific trades (photo, below), or upfit your van from the

ground up. With a click and drag of the mouse, you select components and drop them here and there inside the van until
you’re happy with the configuration. Meantime, a counter running continuously in the background helps ensure you don’t
blow your budget or add too much weight to the vehicle.
A really cool feature is the ability to zoom in and out of a
3-D van, and turn around for a 360° view of the newly
designed interior. When done, you can upload the finished
design (which also lists the components you selected) to a local
upfitter for a final quote.

What could use some work
WGVS comes with a catalogue of vans, complete with specs,
so you can start designing faster. At the time of the demonstration, however, this catalogue did not go back very many years.
You may be out of luck if you’re like me and drive old heaps.
Naturally, the software only lets you manipulate and design
using WeatherGuard product, and you can only upload your
designs to those upfitters who have full-blown versions of
WGVS. (That said, there’s nothing stopping you from playing
with this software to find out what you like before working on
a final design with your local upfitter.)
WGVS is incompatible with the
Mac platform and Netscape browsers,
and while it claims to be compatible
with Windows 98 and above, I could
not run WGVS on my machine.
Admittedly, my PC is not the newest
and best on the market, but I imagine
there are others out there with computers worse than mine.

Get designing

INFO NO. 14

While there are some areas where
WGVS could go the extra mile, it is
nonetheless a really useful and efficient
tool for conceptualizing—if not completely designing—an extremely
organized mobile workspace. To put
the software through its paces, visit
www.knaack.com.
— Ed.

Coming in Your April
• The EB “Lighting Showcase” Special Lighting Supplement
• “Meet The Players” - Editor Anthony Capkun’s First in a
Series of One-on-One Interviews with Industry Leaders
Featured in April: New Electro-Federation President Milos Jancik
INFO NO. 15

• Lighting the Canadian War Museum
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //

PRODUCT SHOWCASE //

PRODUCTS FOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS
Scalability in digital dimming systems

Air energy storage

tected load. Tanks that store the compressed air
become cold during discharge, absorbing heat from
the ambient environment and ultimately converting
this heat into additional back-up power.
CleanSource XR also contains a small, continuousduty flywheel that handles small fluctuations in
power and supports the critical load during the brief
period required for the air turbine to reach full speed
in the case of an extended outage.
110 Active Power Inc.

Clip mount and pipe plug
Active Power’s CleanSource® XR incorporates thermal and compressed air storage (TACAS) technology, which allows it to store energy in the form of
heat and compressed air. During a utility outage, the
compressed air is routed through a thermal storage
unit to acquire heat energy. The heated air then
spins a simple turbine-alternator to produce electric
power. Air exiting this small turbine is cooler than
room temperature and can be used to cool the pro-

HUNT Dimming has brought scalability to its Simplicity™
series of digital dimming systems, meaning it can accept
additional loads and controls and build upon an existing system. The design allows for dimming panels—in circuit
increments of six or 12—to be added or deleted from the
original lighting layout. Set up in a modular fashion, the dimming system employs a ‘plug-and-play’ concept that lets
subsequent building additions exploit existing equipment.
The systems’ panels contain 12 individually addressable outputs, and each 20 A-rated circuit can be dimmed or switched.
Each dimming module is multi-rated to control incandescent, fluorescent (phase-control), low-voltage (electronic or
magnetic), neon, cold-cathode, fan-speed and non-dim (or
switched) sources. The cUL-listed panels are available in
either 120-V or 277-V ratings.
101 HUNT Dimming

Micro Plastics’ new product—a screw-mountedstyle clip mount—offers a two-way entry and is
secured with a No. 8 mounting screw. Cradle
mounts, screw tabs and cable tie holders (some
with adhesive backing for easy mounting) are also
available. They are moulded in a naturally
coloured Nylon 6/6 material. Also from Micro is a
new line of pipe plugs. Designed with NPT threads
and available in five sizes, they are used to protect
valves, and hydraulic and pneumatic devices from
contamination.
111 Micro Plastics Inc.

Palm-sized cordless drill/driver
With a 3.6-V lithium ion battery, the compact Skil®
iXO™ cordless drill/driver is capable of holding its
charge for up to two years. A forward/reverse indicator points users in the right direction while a softgrip handle increases user comfort. The iXO comes
with a 34-piece bit set and storage canister.
112 Skil Power Tools (Robert Bosch Inc.)

APPRENTICESHIP.
A Smart Investment.

Digital light bulbs
Lighting Science brings you optimized digital lighting™
(ODL)—an LED light bulb representing a 100-per cent digital/solid-state floodlight. According to the company, ODL
bulbs cost up to 80 per cent less than comparable LED bulbs
on the market and deliver longer useful lives. The bulbs consume 5.6 W of electricity and replace 65-W incandescent
bulbs and 15-W fluorescents. The bulbs are rated to last up to
50,000 hours, and are available in R-30 Edison medium-base
floodlights. They emit either warm White or Amber light for
indoor/outdoor use, and are available in two forms: a Tshaped design for use in recessed canisters or a stylized coneshaped bulb for lamps, track lighting, or other fixtures where
the entire bulb is visible. Finally, the bulbs are designed to
minimize colour shift by using red, green, and blue LEDs to
make a white light.
102 Lighting Science Inc. (sub. of The Phoenix Group Corp.)

Contemporary coloured glass lamps
AMBITION, WILLINGNESS TO LEARN AND HARD WORK got you where you are today. Now, you can build on these
qualities – and build your business – by hiring and training apprentices. A motivated and skilled workforce goes a long
way towards ensuring your competitive advantage and maintaining a healthy bottom line. Apprentices’ knowledge and
skills – coupled with the on-the-job training – makes for a profitable and smart investment for your business.
Visit www.careersintrades.ca today. Find out how apprenticeship can help you build your business.

W W W.C A R E E R S I N T R A D E S.CA

NOVA Lighting’s Ballistic series of contemporary glass lamps
features multi-coloured, as well as frosted, glass torchieres in
missile-like shade styles and shapes. Both styles feature an
adjustable design that lets users change the height of any of
the shades (from 60 in. to 74 in.) as well as their position.
103 NOVA Lighting

This project is funded by the Government of Canada’s Sector Council Program.
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //

High-surge-capacity fuse links
S&C has a new family of high-surge-capacity Positrol®
fuse links—KSR Speed—which can be used to protect
overhead distribution pole-top transformers and capacitor banks, as well as laterals and taps. They are
mechanically interchangeable with fuse links having KS
and MS characteristics (with respect to time-current
characteristics). The links feature higher adiabatic minimum-melting I2ts than faster-speed fuse links, so the
probability of them operating due to lightning-induced
current surges is relatively low, even in high isokeraunic
areas. Crews can mount surge arresters directly on
transformer tanks to provide the greatest possible overvoltage protection without having to worry about fuse
link operations. KSR Speed Positrol fuse links are available in universal and extra-performance styles in ratings
of 3-KSR through 200-KSR amperes.
113 S&C Electric Co.

Panelboards
with plug-on circuit breakers

ended analogue inputs at 12-bit resolution: counter
input, triggering input and two output lines (all digital)
for switching external devices on and off. Both Datastick
Spectrum and Datastick Connection Lite software programs are included with the analyzer.
118 Datastick Systems Inc.

Low-profile
industrial power supply

expense and time associated with installation. The fusing options are available on the most common industrial control transformers through 1000 VA. The WA option
includes a two-pole, primary fuse holder for Class CC
fuses, and a secondary one that accepts a type 3AG or
equivalent glass fuse. The WB option uses the same primary fuse holder and includes a secondary one for
accepting a type FNM or equivalent fuse. Finger-safe
terminal covers for both WA and WB are included with
the package. A clear cover moulded from a fire-resistant
plastic lets you see the fuse and terminal connections.
The transformer units feature solid epoxy encapsulation
for efficient heat dissipation/cooler operation. Other
performance-enhancing features include copper, interleaved windings, electrical-grade steel laminations and
a 105-°C insulation system.
115 Sola/Hevi-Duty

Power factor
and harmonic correction products
Schneider Electric’s Square D I-Line panelboards incorporate a complete line of plug-on, Visi-Trip circuit
breakers. A complete offering of standard and special
accessories is available, including field-installable TVSS.
These panelboards are suitable for all commercial and
industrial applications. Plug-on breakers are ready to
install with permanently attached line connections, and
can be mounted with a screwdriver. Main breakers can
be either vertically or horizontally mounted, and a single, vertical main bus stack maximizes flexibility in
locating breakers. Breaker types include: thermal-magnetic moulded case, I-Limiter, electronic trip and
Micrologic. The enclosures are cUL and NEMA certified.
114 Schneider Electric

Staco Energy has a new line of power factor correction
and harmonic mitigation products, including low-voltage
(240 to 600-VAC) standalone products meeting standard power factor correction needs. The company can
also build customer-defined, application-engineered
systems. Staco is also offering power electronic-based
products, including switched capacitors and
dedicated active filters. Bundled systems that include
voltage regulation, UPS, surge protection and power
conditioning are also being offered. Products can be
integrated with switchgear and motor control centres to
optimize power delivery.
116 Staco Energy Products Co.

Industrial control transformers

Medical-grade
250-W switch-mode power supply

Sola/Hevi-Duty offers its industrial control transformers
with factory-installed WA and WB fusing options to help
customers comply with UL 508 while reducing the

Taiyo Yuden’s PAM250 is the second model in the PAM
series of passive PFC-based, switch-mode power supplies for 1U-height single-output medical OEM applica-

tions. The PAM250 switcher not only meets all Class A
harmonic distortion PFC requirements, but provides
more reliability and higher MTBF (mean time between
failure) by employing fewer components. Its universal
115/230-VAC input is complemented by a single 250-W
continuous power output with a single factory-set
12/24/48-V output range. Current-sharing capability for
1+1 redundancy with no special interconnection
requirement is offered as an option, as are remote
ON/OFF, and droop or single-wire current sharing with
OR-ing diodes. The standard unit provides good heat
dissipation, but can be ordered with an optional fan
with its own 12-VDC supply. Other standard features
include: DC OK; AC power fail; and protection against
overload, over-voltage, reverse voltage and thermal
conditions. The switcher measures 7 x 4 x 1.5 in. and
comes with a two-year warranty.
117 Taiyo Yuden (USA) Inc.

Vibration
spectrum analysis on PDA

Absopulse has added the PFL800-110 to its line of 1U,
rack-mount power factor-corrected power supplies.
The 800-W unit is intended for heavy-duty applications
where 110 VDC is required. It employs half-bridge
topology after the PFC input stage to deliver 110 VDC at
7.27 A, and accepts inputs from 95 V to 264 VAC (47–64
Hz). A battery float voltage of 127 VDC is available for
battery charging applications, and higher output
power (or N+1 redundancy) can be achieved with two
or more stacked units. Safety features include AC inrush
current limiting along with output overload and overvoltage protection. Output voltage and current are
simultaneously displayed via optional digital meters on
the front panel. Other options include 400-Hz input frequency and extended temperature ranges. Rackmount versions with 400-W and 600-W output power,
as well as a 200-W unit in a 3.85 x 1.25 x 11-in. enclosure, are also available.
119 Absopulse Electronics Ltd.

Fuses with optional
permanent fuse indication

Datastick has unveiled a PDA-based vibration spectrum
analyzer for ICP® accelerometers with FFT (Fast Fourier
Transform) displays. The DAS-1258 analyzer and data
acquisition module attaches to a Palm™ PDA, and its
four analogue inputs can be configured for ICP
accelerometers (and other ICP sensors) via a Datastick
four-channel ICP adapter, or single-channel ICP cable
with miniaturized electronics built into the connector. In
addition to spectrum analysis, the DAS-1258 provides
general-purpose data acquisition with up to four single-

This is not a misprint!

The extended Bussmann® Low-Peak® fuse line with
optional permanent replacement fuse indication helps
you troubleshoot by quickly locating an open fuse. The
indicator is either black or white—no in-between
colouring or second-guessing. This Class J and RK1 circuit protection promises to reduce downtime and
equipment damage, as well as improve safety. The line
extension offers time-delay overload protection and a
300,000-A interrupting rating for all commercial and
industrial applications. Low-Peak fuses reduce the available energy to faulted circuits and minimize arc flash
and blast hazards. They also provide simple selective coordination to limit the area affected by an outage when
a fault occurs.
120 Cooper Bussmann (div. of Cooper Industries)

WEBSIGHTING //

Everything you need at a price you won’t believe...

Brady’s Outstanding New Thermal
Heat Transfer Portable Printer.

More Options, More Brains,
More Brawn… Less Waste!
ELECTRICAL I.D.
VOICE/DATA COMM I.D.
Keyboard
Layout

ABC
Layout

Two printer keyboard layouts.
Identical functionality and supplies.

MRO/FACILITY/SAFETY
Catalog #
XPERT-ABC
XPERT-KEY

Description
IDXPERT Printer – ABC Layout*
IDXPERT Printer – KEYBOARD Layout*

* Printer ships with: Hard carry case, 1.5" x 30' Continuous Tape,
PC Cable for upgrades only, Product CD with Tutorials

Call 1-800-263-6179 for more information or to request a FREE Demo.
AEB104
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ESA is a recognized field evaluation agency that can offer
many solutions to your complex compliance needs with
electrical products. ESA is working to make it easier for customers to ensure safe and productive workplaces while
meeting the standards for electrical field evaluations.

1-800-559-5356
www.esapa.biz
Electrical Safety Authority
Field Evaluation Services

This

Hands-Free
Wire Clamp

Greenlee

knows its job.
With Greenlee, you know your
customers will measure up.
Greenlee’s CMT-80 is one smart tool. It
intuitively knows whether your customers want
to measure current, voltage or resistance. No
need to mess with dials and buttons. They
simply clamp it on to take an amperage
reading. Then, when they use the probes to
take a voltage measurement, the display
automatically changes from Amps to Volts.
It’s just one of the many intelligent test and
measurement products from Greenlee that
keep bringing contractors in the door.

Easy To Read
Display

For a FREE catalog,
or to find the distributor
nearest you...
Simple One Touch
Reading Hold

Call

1-800-435-0786
or visit

CMT-80 Automatic
Electrical Tester

www.greenlee.com

©2005 Greenlee Textron, Inc. is a subsidiary of Textron Inc.
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Steel City® Spring Steel Fasteners,
Hangers and Clamps

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:

Steel City® Spring Steel Fasteners’ fingerfriendly design make installation quick
and easy. Handy pocket-size catalogue
provides technical and ordering information for a full line of beam and purlin
clamps, rod and wire hangers, conduit and
cable supports, stud wall and drywall supports, acoustical ceiling supports, low voltage datacom supports along with all fastening and strut hardware required for
installation.

Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

20

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

21

USHIO LINE VOLTAGE
MR-16 LAMPS FOR
GENERAL LIGHTING

23

Thomas & Betts Limited
www.tnb-canada.com

Greenlee and Tempo have come
together to offer a complete line of
innovative, rugged and practical
voice/data/video equipment that
ensures a job is done right. A comprehensive listing of these products is now
available in the new product catalog.

Greennlee
www.greenlee.com
or
www.tempo.textron.com

22

More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.

RSi SX Series

BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

The RSi SX series is a family of modular high performance sensorless vector drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclosures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs.

Pro-Star™ line MR-16 lamps are
designed for applications where the
compact look of an MR-16 is desired
without the requirement of a low voltage transformer. Pro-Star lamps are
shorter than PAR-16 and JDR Halogen
lamps and feature "turn-in / turn-out"
locking base for easy installation in
compact spaces, making them perfect
for compact lighting designs.

USHIO CANADA, INC.
Tel: 905-829-3338
2730 Brighton Road
Oakville, ON, L6H 5T4

Greenlee and Tempo’s
New Voice/Data/Video
Catalog Designed for
Success From Start To
Finish

24

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595
www.benshaw.com

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com

25

Wunpeece Duct Spacer

The MAXIAMP Cable Feeder
System

The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects. The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers. With its sturdy one piece construction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation. Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

26

Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118,
or visit www.udevices.com
for more information

29

27

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light. Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance. 7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to electrical and lighting distributors.
For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting
please contact us.

30
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Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
sales@ruudltg.com

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable integration times. The internal nonvolatile memory is provided for nonstop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and
is designed to safety standard
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

mag.com

United Wire & Cable
Tel: 1-800-265-8697
Fax: 1-800-461-4689
sales@unitedwc.com

28

93

Series

Marktime Brand Timers

WALL BOX TIME SWITCH
The MARKTIME® 93 Series Wall Box Time Switch is a
complete line of spring wound, manually set time switches
for the control of electrical current. Interchangeable with
standard toggle switches to turn circuits either “off” or “on”
at the end of a pre-set time period, the 93 Series is ideally
suited for either new installations or retrofit projects.
Standard colors are ivory and white.

Applic
ations
Applica
The MARKTIME® 93 Series Wall Box line has been
engineered to provide the greatest level of versatility for
applications that demand accurate, dependable time
control. Typical applications include: controlling electrical
circuits for lighting, heating, ventilating and air conditioning
equipment, attic fans, heat lamps, whirlpools and saunas,
as well as in conjunction with HVAC systems as a thermostat
bypass.

Fea
tures
eatures

M.H. Rhodes
105 Nutmeg Road South
South Windsor, CT 06074
Tel: (860) 291-8402
Fax: (860) 610-0897
www.mhrhodes.com

• Broadest time ranges available
from 15 minutes to 12 hours
• Fits into standard NEMA 3”
single gang wall box
• Manual override hold option
available
• 20 amps at 125 VAC handles
heavy “motor” loads
• Easy to use rotary knob
• Available to either turn “off” or
“on” circuits
• Blends with contemporary wall
plates and color schemes
• SPST, SPDT, or DPST wiring
available
• Can be used with standard
single or multi gang decorator
wall plates
• Purchase package includes
both white and ivory knobs
and decorator plates
• Combined N.O. and N.C.
switching configuration

ORDERING
PART NO.

TIME
PERIOD

93501
93511

15 MIN
15 MIN (H)*

93502

30 MIN

93512

30 MIN (H)*

93503

60 MIN

93513

60 MIN (H)*

93504

120 MIN

93507

4 HR

93517

4 HR (H)*

93505
93515

The 93 Series is a spring wound wall box
timer used to control the switching of an
electrical circuit. Interchangeable with
standard toggle switches, the timer can
be used to turn circuits "off" or "on" at
the end of a pre-set time period.

6 HR
6 HR (H)*

93506

12 HR

93516

12 HR (H)*

Used in schools, restaurants, hotels,
residential housing and commercial
facilities.

* (H) = Manual override hold feature

Cooper Crouse-Hinds

32

Canadian Copper & Brass Development Association
Tel: 1-877-640-0946
copercanada@onramp.ca
www.coppercanada.ca

MAXIAMP is a unique and complete
cable feeder system package
designed by United Wire & Cable
engineers which includes technically
selected power cable and a well ventilated aluminum or steel enclosure,
along with all the necessary associated components, tailored to achieve an
effective and highly reliable system. This cable system can carry phase conductor loads up to 7000 Amps for a full voltage range of 600 V to 230 kV
while providing a lowest comparative cost, reduced power losses, EMF suppression, simple installation and expandability. MAXIAMP offers an ideally
simplified end to end power delivery solution for all project applications.

93 Series

Cooper Crouse-Hinds Obstruction
Lighting are available for buildings, towers,
wind turbines, grain elevators, smokestacks
and bridges. Cooper Crouse-Hinds Obstruction
lighting products and services have been
designed for compliance with international
standards such as FAA, ICAO, and CSA.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
requires that any building, tower, smokestack,
gas holder, grain elevator or other structure,
either temporary or permanent, which presents
a hazard to air navigation, be suitably marked
and lighted to warn airmen of its presence. The
marking and lighting of antenna towers is also
covered by Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) Rules and Regulations which are identical
to FAA standards.

Three new free CD-Roms on Structured
Wiring for Installers, Homebuilders and
Remodelers are now available.
49 The Donway West, Suite 415
Don Mills, Ontario, M3C 3M9

31

Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian
owned and operated manufacturer of
metallic flexible conduits, prides itself
on being a company as flexible as its
products. Superior excels at workmanship and exemplary customer service,
offering standard and specialized
unique products for the electrical
industry. Find out more about our customized product line….
We invite you to contact us with your
inquiries and visit our website.

Email us today to request our full
product catalog or visit our website
for more information.

33

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

M.H. Rhodes
Tel: 860-291-8402
Fax: 860-610-0897
www.mhrhodes.com

34

Superior
905-355-2959
www.superiorflex.com

MARKETPLACE //
For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue

Electrical Design/Simulation Software
The Constructor - New Release Ver.7
-Ladder Logic, Electrical Circuit & Control simulation
- Demo Constructor C.D. available on request
Tutorial Software -PLC Trainer
with LogixTrainer and LogixPro Simulator.
- New Control Logix Trainer

Tel: (905) 336-7664 Fax: (905) 632-5597
e-mail: info@waltechassociates.com
www.waltechassociates.com

INFO NO. 35

See what’s possible at the Lighting Application Center.
Put better lighting to work for you. Philips Lighting invites you to
attend our Lighting Fundamentals Course - a highly interactive
course that explores the fundamental principles of implementing
a successful lighting installation.
March 7 - 9, 2005. Markham, ON.

February is Heart Month.
Please give.

For more information, contact Mary Mugford at
905.201.4500, ext. 2034, or mary.mugford@philips.com.

INFO NO. 36

It begins at your front door, neighbour to neighbour. This
February, please open your door to the Heart and Stroke
Foundation volunteer in your community. The difference you
can make is remarkable. www.heartandstroke.ca

INFO NO. 37

INFO NO. 38

EB MARKETPLACE
Your source to
• buy or sell
• search for an employee
• advertise a course
• promote a product
• advertise a job opening
at great rates!
Over 18,000 coast to coast distribution!

EB MARKETPLACE.... your market... covered!
Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335.
INFO NO. 39

INFO NO. 40
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CODE FILE //

CEC, Appendix B
A

ppendix B exists to help us understand and correctly
interpret code requirements, so it’s a good idea to check
out what it has to say on CEC rules.
Rule 2-126 simply specifies that the minimum flame-spread
requirements for wire and cable must meet code. When you go
to Appendix B, you find more useful information, including:
• the relevant building code paragraph numbers providing minimum flame-spread ratings for different types of construction;
• the required wire and cable identification markings; and
• acceptable installation methods for unmarked wire and cable
that may not have the required ratings.
Rule 2-128 requires exposed non-metallic conduit in buildings
of non-combustible construction must meet code requirements. Appendix B provides added information on the maximum trade size and required marking for conduit so installed.

BY LES STOCH, P.Eng.

Through the use of IEEE 835, Standard Power Cable
Ampacity Tables, Rules 4-004(1) and (2) permit wiring ampacities other than those provided in Tables 1–4 of the electrical
code. (To the chagrin of anyone who has contemplated using
this method of calculation, however, Appendix B provides
almost two pages of direction on minimum data that must be
submitted to electrical inspection to justify using IEEE 835 as
an alternative to the electrical code tables.)
Rule 10-500 requires ground faults to have a low-impedance
return path so they may be safely interrupted. Appendix B provides further essential information to help fuses or circuit breakers do their jobs effectively.
Rule 10-814(1) is silent on minimum requirements when
metallic cable sheaths or conduit are used for bonding electrical
equipment. Appendix B tackles this task, spelling out that when

Illuminaire™

cables or conduits are correctly sized for other purposes, the
metallic sheaths or conduit will automatically be correctly sized
for bonding.
Rule 12-1104(1) tells us that rigid PVC conduit must not be
exposed to temperatures exceeding 75°C. Appendix B clarifies
this requirement by advising us that wiring having 90-°C ratings—when continuously loaded under conditions of 50-per
cent conduit fill in a 30°C ambient—will not result in temperatures above 75°C. Therefore, 90°C-rated conductors in PVC
conduit may be loaded up to their 90-°C ratings, while conductors having insulation temperature ratings above 90°C may also
be installed in PVC conduit when their allowable ampacities
are de-rated to 90°C.
Rule 12-2200 requires that cable trays be supported in accordance with support spacings provided by the cable tray manufacturer. Appendix B adds some further conditions:
• The best support points are at the one-quarterspan points.
• There must not be more than one joint between cable
tray supports.
• Some fittings (especially horizontal) may need additional supports.
Rule 26-256 stipulates the primary overcurrent protection for dry-type transformers must not exceed 125 per
cent of its rated primary current. Appendix B explains
that fuses or circuit-breakers should be able to carry 12
times the primary load current for 0.1 seconds, and 25
times the primary load current for 0.01 seconds, to avoid
unintended power outages caused by inrush currents.
Rule 26-354 requires that transformer vaults meet the
special construction, drainage, ventilation and lighting
requirements for such facilities. Appendix B identifies the
relevant building code paragraphs.
Rule 30-322 specifies that a switch controlling bathroom lighting must be out of reach of a person in a tub
or shower. Appendix B interprets “out of reach” as one
metre (1 m).
Appendix B abounds with valuable and often critical
information, and it’s there for our use and convenience.
As usual, you should consult your local electrical inspection authority for more precise interpretations of any of
the above.
LES STOCH, P.Eng., is president of L. Stoch & Associates, specialists in quality management/engineering services. He can be
reached via e-mail at info@lstoch.com, or you can call him at
(905) 828-2262.

The new shape of light.™
The “Crest” from Holophane
Be among the first to use the most dramatic new idea in lighting. With an innovative shape,
timeless borosilicate glass optics and proven Holophane performance, the Illuminaire “Crest”
brings a new level of sophistication to your lighting choices. Maintenance is easy, too—simply
remove the bottom piece for access. “Crest” is one of five unique new shapes in the Illuminaire
line and the latest in a 100-year legacy of superior lighting performance from Holophane.
Start your own lighting revolution. Contact your local Holophane
factory sales representative, call (905) 707-5830
Visit us at www.holophane.com.

EGG

CREST

TRI-EGG

TRI-CREST

QUAD
* Quad design in large optic only
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Two More
Money-Saving
Solutions from
Champ Luminaires.
®

Get uninterrupted light for up to
11 years without changing a lamp.
The New Champ® Luminaire with Induction Light Source delivers
up to 100,000 hours of white light in a corrosion-resistant, watertight
package. That’s 5 to 8 times the typical life of conventional fluorescent
or HID lamps. And, with no maintenance required for up to 11 years,
you’ll reduce your maintenance and lamp replacement costs.

Use higher wattage and fewer
luminaires in hazardous areas.
The New Factory Sealed Champ® Luminaire provides an integral
sealing system that delivers a cooler temperature rating (T3 Temperature
Code), so you can install a higher-wattage luminaire in your hazardous
area. Higher wattage means fewer luminaires to install, saving labor and
material costs. No external seals are required.

The Power Behind The Brands.

To get full information on these new Champ Luminaire solutions,
contact your Cooper Crouse-Hinds distributor or visit us at
www.crouse-hinds.com/champs.
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The only marrette you need under one roof.
®

®

®

®

Introducing the resimarr 833 , THE residential marrette .
It’s new. It’s fast. It’s the only marrette you’ll ever need for residential wiring.
®

• Highly visible
• Advanced ergonomic design
®

®

• Fast installation with less finger fatigue
• Maximum torque in all weather conditions
• Superior wire connection with no pre-twisting
• Dichromate spring finish – 10 times the corrosion
resistance of standard zinc
• Connects all typical wire combinations
for residential applications (#22-#8)
®

Connect with the newest member of the marrette family at your local
electrical distributor.

FREE!

INFO NO. 43

Be one of the first 833 people to register at
www.tnb-canada.com/en/resimarr.asp and receive
a FREE box of 100 resimarr 833 wire connectors.
®

®

